h419-g2.cs.rutgers.edu -- LOAD

4 Hours (28.10.18 17:34 - 28.10.18 21:34)
Datasource Load

h419-g2.cs.rutgers.edu -- LOAD

25 Hours (27.10.18 20:34 - 28.10.18 21:34)
Datasource Load

h419-g2.cs.rutgers.edu -- LOAD

One Week (21.10.18 14:34 - 28.10.18 21:34)
Datasource Load
Datasource Load

**h419-g2.cs.rutgers.edu -- LOAD**


- Title: "Datasource Load"
- Chart: Line graph showing load data over a month, with load values ranging from 0.5 to 2.0. The chart includes a legend with categories: Load, Warning, Critical.
- Data points: Week 39 to Week 43.
- Statistics: Load: 158.5648 m Last, 2000.2444 m Max, 164.8599 m Average.

**h419-g2.cs.rutgers.edu -- LOAD**

**One Year (13.10.17 21:34 - 28.10.18 21:34)**

- Title: "Datasource Load"
- Chart: Line graph showing load data over a year, with load values ranging from 0.0 to 2.6. The chart includes a legend with categories: Load, Warning, Critical.
- Data points: Oct to Oct.
- Statistics: Load: 127.0756 m Last, 1828.5389 m Max, 141.5908 m Average.